Track day enthusiasts and racing drivers who use Racelogic data loggers will now be able to easily record information such as RPM and throttle angle alongside their GPS data, with the launch of the Micro Input Module on 12th October 09.

With the ability to work with products such as PerformanceBox, DriftBox, and VideoVBOX, the new module provides an affordable way to record vehicle parameters, giving increased capability to the now industry-standard range of performance data loggers.

Whilst all their products are compatible, Racelogic have added a serial port to every PerformanceBox produced from 30th September in order to use the new module, which has four analogue inputs as well as an RPM input. Existing PerformanceBox users will need to contact their dealer for a small hardware upgrade, and existing DriftBox users will only need a free firmware upgrade.

Racelogic’s Managing Director, Julian Thomas said: “The new Micro Input Module adds much demanded functionality to our popular motorsport data loggers. Users will now be able to integrate RPM into their existing data at minimal effort and cost.”

More information on the new release can be found at [www.racelogic.co.uk](http://www.racelogic.co.uk)
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